Tornadoes hit southeast today

By United Press International

More tornadoes raked parts of the southeast Thursday, bringing additional death and destruction to a nation already reeling from the impact of the worst twister disasters in 49 years.

By nightfall, the death toll stood at 339 persons in 12 states and a Canadian border city.

President Nixon declared Alabama, Kentucky, Ohio, Tennessee and Indiana major disaster areas.

At least two more deaths were reported in the late hours of Thursday—one in Ohio and another in Virginia.

Kentucky was hardest hit with 49 deaths. Gov. Wendell Ford called it the blackest day in the state's modern history.

But elsewhere, as National Guardsmen rushed to join rescue workers, the toll edged upwards.

More tornado warnings went up in New York State, southeast Alabama, northwest Florida and southern and central Georgia. New twisters touched down in Virginia and West Virginia, where a 3-year-old girl died when her mobile home collapsed.

Local officials stopped counting the number of injured, but the figure was in the thousands. Damage estimates exceeded one billion dollars.

The National Weather Service said 100 or more separate twisters virtually wiped out small communities from Oklahoma to Michigan in the north and Georgia in the south. Alabama reported 73 deaths, Tennessee 58, Indiana 42, Ohio 41, Georgia 15, North Carolina five, Michigan three, Illinois two, Virginia one, West Virginia one and Oklahoma one.

Eight more persons died in Windsor, Ont., just across the border from Detroit, when high winds collapsed a wall on a crowd at a curling arena.

The "savage spring" was the worst tornado disaster since 689 persons died in 1925 in a series of twisters that devastated parts of Missouri, Indiana and Illinois.

42 dead in Indiana

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI) — Gov. Otis Bowen viewed from a helicopter Thursday the devastation carved by tornadoes in areas of Indiana that killed 43 persons and injured hundreds more.

The storms, worst in Indiana since the Palm Sunday twisters of April 11, 1965, left a trail of debris and damage estimated by state officials at $70 million or more.

At least 15 counties counted deaths. Damage was widespread from Monticello, which was virtually wiped out, to the southeastern quarter of the state from the impact of the tornado lines were drawn.

A compilation of deaths from Indiana State Police, Indiana Civil Defense, and a check of local authorities and news media representatives through out the stricken area showed at least 45 fatalities and nearly 760 injuries.

More than 750 guardsmen were on duty around the state helping with manpower and equipment.

Before he left Indianapolis, the governor called the White House and asked presidential aides for a declaration of the stricken Indiana communities as disaster areas.

A few hours later, word came back that President Nixon had done so.

Concert poll conducted: AM stars most popular

by Jack D'Aurora

Staff Reporter

In order to ascertain what performers the student body would prefer to see in concert and what price they would be willing to pay, Kenneth Lee, a marketing major and director of the ND jazz festival, conducted a poll, compiling the results at the end of last semester.

The questionnaire contained six classifications of music—jazz, rock, country-rock, pop, rock, and minority, comprising 60 different groups—and asked the student if he would go to see each performer and at what price.

It also asked the student to list the eight groups that he would most like to see and at what price. Finally the survey asked the student for his reasons for not attending the Chuck Berry and New Riders concerts if he had not.

300 students polled

Lee polled 300 students at random and received a 60 per cent return, but had difficulty in accurately polling the minorities on campus.

"When I went to the computer to get the names of all 300 students, I made sure 3 per cent of them were blacks to correspond to the number of blacks on campus. However, 5 per cent of the 300 students ineligable," explained Lee.

In addition, many people did not state their ethnic background as the questionnaire requested. The survey, according to Lee, "is 95 percent accurate, which is as accurate as possible."

"The poll reinforced what Rich Donovan, N.D. concert chairman and I already knew," said Lee. "For the New Riders concerts if he had not received the hockey schedule and, because there was a game scheduled for November 16, we couldn't hold the concert."

Seals and Croft had an opening in their tour for February 22, and could have performed here had it not been for a hockey game scheduled for the same night, according to Donovan.

"With the University policy and the other activities scheduled in the ACC, we have a finite number of weekends to choose from," explained Donovan. "Athletics hasn't been a problem up to now, but Digger is trying to get more Saturday afternoon games, and we can't have a concert after a game because there's not enough time to get set up. That's why we let the Bob Dylan concert," he pointed out.

Donovan has been talking to Fr. David Schlaver, director of student activities, in the hope of changing the policy. Donovan says he understands the University's position, but with the current policy, "5,000 students can be deprived of a concert that may only come once."
Five more charges were filed Thursday against Ian Ball, 26, the man accused of trying to kidnap Princess Anne.

Princess and hold her by force and three more attempted murder charges. Ball had already been charged with attempted murder of the Princess' bodyguard.

LONDON UPI—Five more charges were filed Thursday against Ian Ball, 26, the man accused of trying to kidnap Princess Anne March 29, and the government said his trial could begin next week.

The additional charges included attempting to kidnap the Princess and hold her by force and three more attempted murder charges. Ball had already been charged with attempted murder of the Princess' bodyguard.

AMSTERDAM UPI—Four days before his intended departure for the United States, exiled Soviet dissident Pavel Litvinov appeared Thursday for worldwide protests next month against repression of civil liberties in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Litvinov, grandson of Josef Stalin's foreign minister Maxim Litvinov, released an "Appeal to World Public Opinion" also signed by dissident Soviet nuclear physicist Andred Sakharov.

The lecture is open to the public and free of charge.

ECKANKAR is not a religion, but a way to realize through travel of the soul, according to Mike Rouen, an ECKANKAR spokesman from Elkhart.

"It has to do with the natural unfolding of individual consciousness," Rouen explained. "It is the culminating experience of an individual's spiritual growth."

Rouen compared the ECKANKAR path to that experienced in Richard Bach's novel Jonathan Livingston Seagull.

"ECKANKAR involves the ability to project oneself out of the human state of consciousness via soul-body to experience the reality of higher vibratory objective planes," said Rouen. ECKANKAR differs from religion because it is a way of life compatible with any religion. "Religion sets down restrictive guidelines of do's and don't's," Rouen observed. "In ECKANKAR there is no one right or wrong answer. Everybody determines what's right and wrong."
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Dining hall workers face financial woes

by Thomas O'Neill
Staff Reporter

When the North Dining Hall first opened in 1957, the line ladies were paid $2 per hour. Ten years ago they were paid $1.05 an hour. Today they make $1.50. Their gross pay for full time work in a year, $1,902, is well below the established poverty level of $7,000. Their actual take-home pay for the year is $2,340, or $45 a week.

Almost one dozen women line workers survive on these funds alone. One woman earns herself a $15 a week for transportation, $20 a week for room, board, clothes and utilities. There are some fortunate, and are able to supplement these funds with outside sources of income.

The Dining Hall administrator stated, "we're doing the best we can." "We have everything we need but money," a line lady answered.

"Pat is In" is the theme for Saturday's Beaux Arts Ball, "The Derby of Presidents." The authentic blimp, piloted by 'Schlitz von Groszenofun' will depart the Architecture Building at 9 p.m., April 6. (Estimated Time of Arrival back at ND for the roundtrip ride is 3 a.m., April 7)

In flight entertainment will be provided by "It's a Free Ride", a Detroit recording group, in the dirigible lounge which has been cleverly designed to resemble the Architecture Building gallery. The itinerary of the trip is secret but will follow a "star-studded" path. The ephemeral flight will also be videotaped for posterity by Arkie Productions, stylishly making everyone a star.

The dirigible dock will also be the site of a free balloon skylight Friday, a fitting welcome for von Groszenofun. Meet this famous flying ace, have a gas in his chubly vehicle Saturday evening. The cost of the round-trip excursion is $4.50 per couple. Tickets are available at the Blimpport.
Enrollment in languages decreases

by Mark Weber
Staff Reporter

According to a recent article in Parade magazine, statistics from the Modern Language Association reveal a 30% decrease in student enrollment in foreign language courses in American colleges and universities over the past two years. The significant decrease has resulted in major concerns for American educators.

Professor Robert D. Nuner, chairman and associate professor of the Modern and Classical Language Department, commented on the decreasing enrollment and also on the current situation here. "Although the current statistics are perfectly true, the enrollment here at Notre Dame has remained stable," according to Nuner. He accredited the stable Notre Dame language enrollment to the University's Sophomore Year Abroad Program and to the admission of women. "Past records show that many more women than men are interested in the foreign language field," Nuner reflected. As a result of the decreasing enrollment in foreign language courses, many colleges and universities have altered or discontinued foreign language requirements. The schedule includes admission and graduation requirements. However, Nuner foresees no alterations in the foreign language requirements at Notre Dame. "The Dean and most members of the language department here favor a foreign language requirement for admission to the University," Nuner responded. He also felt that a language requirement is necessary for Arts and Letters majors. Nuner said, "Language to the Arts and Letters major is like mathematics to the science major, and anybody who pretends to be humanely educated should have a background in foreign language and culture.

Nuner also noted that although enrollment in foreign language courses has decreased significantly, enrollment in related areas of foreign culture courses has increased. Indiana University at Bloomington was one example cited by Nuner. "Also," Nuner added, "although general enrollment is down, significant increases in the classical languages of Latin and Greek have erupted." Nuner pointed out that three years ago, Notre Dame offered no courses in Greek and today courses in Greek and today courses in Greek and today courses in Greek and today courses in Greek are available.

Classical recital scheduled

by Paul Waller

Classical guitarist Celestino Romero and flutist Allen Duncan will present a recital on Saturday, April 6, at 8:15 p.m. in the Memorial Library auditorium.

Romero and Duncan, both former residents of Elkhart, Ind., began playing together in the Elkhart Symphony, where Duncan was principal flutist for nine years. Duncan has also played with the Lansing, Michigan Symphony, the Columbia, South Carolina Symphony, the Mississippi Symphony of Muskegon and the West Michigan Symphony of Winds. Duncan is the father of "The Romero royal family of the guitar," and Gomez is a noted composer and teacher of guitar. The admission fee is $2.50 and $1.50 for students, and tickets will be sold at the door.

Also as part of the Notre Dame concert series the Quincy College Wind Ensemble and Jazz Ensemble presented a concert last night in Washington Hall. From 1968-1970 the Wind Ensemble was named the most outstanding Catholic college or university band in the country. Besides winning a number of other awards the group has performed throughout the Midwest under conductor Charles Winking and associate conductor Louis Margaglione.

Many members of the Wind Ensemble also make up the Jazz Ensemble. Conductor Hugh W. Seoehing has turned out many outstanding professional performers such as Jim Pankow, a noted composer and teacher of guitar. The admission fee is $2.50 and $1.50 for students, and tickets will be sold at the door.

Appointments set for R.A. hopefuls

Fr. James Planigan, associate vice-president for student affairs, announced Thursday that appointments for resident assistants who have not as yet been interviewed may call the office for appointments. Office hours are from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 to 5 p.m. The number is 8411.

HOLY WEEK PRAYER SERVICE

Monday April 8 8 p.m.

sacred heart church

(PRIVATE CONFESSIONS FOLLOWING)
The new committee intends to discuss the potential for World Magazine for which he has written. The editor of the new committee hopes to find a more suitable venue for the Freshman Year Office to work with the Housing Office. The work of the committee is concentrated between now and the end of the year with a possible overlap of a few days during the summer for organization and booklet revision.

Next year the committee also plans to work with the Housing Office to provide information to off-campus students. Presently the group is seeking new members who may apply in the summer for government office Friday, April 5, or the following Monday and Tuesday. The work of the committee is concentrated between now and the end of the year with a possible overlap of a few days during the summer for organization and booklet revision.

The lecture is free and open to the public. It will be held on Thursday, June 15, 1974, at 7:30 p.m., in the Center for Continuing Education Auditorium. Fuller’s talk is the final lecture of the College of Engineering’s Centennial Lecture Series, which commemorates 100 years of engineering education at Notre Dame.

Currently, the 78-year-old architect-inventor is Distinguished University Professor at Southern Illinois University and World Fellow in Residence in the Consortium of the University of Pennsylvania, Haverford College, Swarthmore College, Harvey Mudd College, and the University City Science Center.

Although best known for the geodesic dome, Fuller holds 44 patents for inventions ranging from a floatable breakwater and a needle-like “rowing device” to a superboard frame and a three-wheeled automobile. His current interests include applying design science to maximize the use of the world’s resources and provide a higher standard of living for humanity without war. He has developed a World Game based on his inventory of world resources showing this would be possible to accomplish.

Fuller has written widely on technology’s effect on the future and a range of topics from the population explosion to geosocial revolution. He is editor-at-large for World Magazine for which he regularly writes a column. Among the books which Fuller has written are Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth, The Shaping Epic Poem on the History of Disnaturalization, and The Synergetics World of Buckminster Fuller. The lecture is free and open to the public.

Fuller to speak Monday

The Notre Dame senior women will gather tonight for a dinner and alumni presentation. Representatives from the Alumni Association explain what it is like to be a Notre Dame alumna.

A large gift will be collected at the door. Participants who eat the North and South Dinners are urged to bring their meal cards.

For more information, contact Mary Ann Stepan, 682-2020, or Kathy Kelly 684-3214.
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In The Halls

by Kathy Cekanski

Kathy Cekanski is rectress of Breen-Phillips Hall.

took the time to relay to one another. Since an
academic institution by its very nature is competitive,
it is highly unlikely that the Notre Dame man
and women will ever obtain meaningful friendships if
their basic contact is in the academically competitive
classroom. Thus the challenge for the community is
to provide alternatives to the classroom and dining
hall situations. Given that many guys and gals are
meeting and becoming friends, there is much
more to do. The renovation of the La Fortune Student
Center should help provide areas and places of
greater interaction. Greater utilization of the
Bullle Shed would also provide a place where people
can go, with no strings attached, and just meet
one another.

The challenge, too, is put on each of the residence
halls. The need for greater interaction between
student-faculty-administration is most evident.
Informal coffee hours in the halls could help provide
a non-pressure atmosphere where people can learn
more about each other just as individuals, and
hopefully, greater understanding will follow.
Revitalized hall fellow programs would also provide a
means of greater interaction. Greater co-operation between
the halls in jointly sponsored events whether it be a
building a booth for Mardi Gras or planning an event for
Logan Center would also aid in this endeavor. Through
greater interaction the new Notre Dame experience
will become more natural and rewarding. Since
this place is founded on a long tradition of excellence, has
a strong and dedicated commitment from its faculty
and administration, and an enthusiastic student body,
hopefully we will all benefit from this experience.
However, in order to grow, we need room to grow.
Patience to think, values to pursue, and ideas to
challenge. Only if we revitalize our efforts and
dedicate ourselves to channel our Notre Dame spirit
into greater caring and understanding for each other,
will this place continue to grow. For only through such
efforts will the Notre Dame men and women make any
difference in the world when they leave this place.

The University and each of us will lose, but too will the
world around us. Peace . . .

Under The Dome...

by Lisa Brooks

Lisa Brooks is an Admissions Counselor for the University.

The fact that I was asked to comment on the
progress for articles on "Co-education" will subside,
and we'll all turn our attention once again to the total Notre
Dame experience. However, until that day arrives, I
offer these insights from a Rector's point of view.

Although still in its infancy, the entire coeducational experience
has been for many a time of limitless challenge and unpredictable experiences. Since its
inception back in September, 1972, education has
can continue to grow and is fostering that special kind of
love for this place in its new coeds, which has been
for so long a part of its male population.

However with growth is always pain—a talk
with any of the former residents of Barden, Walsh, Farley,
Breen-Phillips is ample evidence. Especially for the guys who became "exiles" from
Walsh, and Lyones, whose contribution to making "coeducation" work has gone beyond
measure.

For the new coeds, I have found them to be for the
most part excited, challenging and spirited. They are
searching for academic pursuits while seeking values, goals, and a fresh and
more meaningful outlook on life. Again just like Notre
Dame men they have much to contribute and give of
themselves, and perhaps because of this common
bond, the transition has been generally gone well.

Since I am most familiar with residence hall life,
most of my insights are from that vantage point. Hall
life, in my opinion, should compliment one's stay at the
University—it must be a space of constant interaction. I
have found the best way to contribute to making this place a better one is to strive for greater
interaction—between roommates, residences and staff,
guys and gals, students and faculty and admin-
istration. Only in this way can a "community"
grow and develop. Through interaction in a greater
sense of sensitivity, awareness, and patience can be
developed. For example, many of the commonly
misplaced stereotypes would be eliminated if people
who submit applications for admission
because we have so few spaces available to
them; but this pool of more than 3/4 to 1
(that is, for available space we receive
thousands of applications) we must tell many
qualified women and men that we can not
accommodate them at our university.

It becomes apparent that the real
questions begged by this type of statistical
analysis are (1) how successful do our
undergraduate women feel they have been in
helping to change the history of Notre
Dame and (2) how does the Notre Dame
Community feel coeducation is going? We in
the Admissions Office would welcome
responses to these questions. Such
information would certainly help us in
imparting the Notre Dame story as we con-
continue to visit high schools and talk with
prospective students.
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dose co-education exists in fact exist here? Most people would say no.

A quick survey of the situation leads one to im-

immediately conclude that the small proportion of women
to men at Notre Dame is cause for the lack of a true co-
ed atmosphere. This is indeed a valid point.

I contend that mere numbers, although an integral part
of the problem, is not the strongest force working

The question with which we must deal is one of att-

itudes. The decision to admit women to Notre Dame

was poorly researched and hastily reached. It was felt

that women were needed to fill an academic and social

valid. Thus, without further thought, a couple of dorms
were "remodeled", some women admitted, and Notre

Dame became a co-ed university. It is futile to say

now, as some do, that the administration acted blindly,

that perhaps Notre Dame should never have gone co-
college. The situation exists and it is irreversible.

A look at the attitudes resulting from the decision

will be helpful in determining where we should go from

here. Many of the junior and senior classes still view

Notre Dame as a male school with women merely

residing on the campus. Those of the other two classes,
tolerated here with the promise of a co-educational ex-

perience, have yet to find it. The administration, with a

smile of satisfaction, turns back to the more important

aspects of managing their "Christian community".

With a few instances of preferential or discrimina-

behavior, the faculty are likewise non-committal. In

face of this unconcern and even outright hostility, the

women themselves have adopted an attitude of general

unconcern about the problems of co-education.

What is important at Notre Dame is a sincere commit-

ment to co-education—not in word but in action—by all

members of the community. In this respect, the

students and must be the moving force. We all

loudly proclaim the need for more informal gathering

places to foster a social and cultural atmosphere which

is non-existent on this campus. Yet few are willing to

take the initiative. Innovations should be fostered within

the individual halls as they are the core of student life on

campus. Hall funds should be allocated and utilized

throughout the creation and funding informal co-

activities, rather than for the traditional purposes of

purchasing pool tables and color T.V.'s.

A second suggestion is for the creation of student art

shows and concerts to be held outside during the fall

and spring. Not only would this aid the interaction

among men and women at Notre Dame, but it would

also help to fill the spiritual void on this campus by

giving student artists and musicians an opportunity

to display their talents. Student talent can also be

employed in the proposed coffee house in LaFortune

and in similar situations within the halls.

In addition, students should insist upon participating

in the decisions to admit more women and to create the

necessity housing to accommodate them.

Finally, the administration must be made to realize

that co-education cannot be successful unless drastic

changes are made in their attitude toward student life.
An article about attempted rapes near campus, run in The Observer on Wednesday, demonstrates one of the deficiencies presently found in the University Security Department. The article related two successful rapes, two unsuccessful attempts, and the narrow escape of a student and his girlfriend who had been hitchhiking along Notre Dame Avenue.

A captain from the South Bend police force stated, "Both case... reported to us were due to hitchhiking, and we are trying to discourage this practice. These people are old enough to realize that they shouldn’t be hitchhiking."

Arthur Pears, director of Security at Notre Dame, commented "We have not had any rapes on our campus in a number of years."

One gets the impression that the student who becomes victim to a crime off-campus has nowhere to turn. The local community officials care little for leaves this area. University Security Department. The Security has restricted itself to handling off-campus has nowhere to turn. The operate with renewed ease and convenience, because they are temporary and cooperation of the student body. The immediate capture by a man who, days before, was a stranger? a final sale for a ringed finger over our shoulder; and around our necks. We came too close to violating a heart of hearts. We gave too much, we acted too quickly, we spoke too soon.

And, can we blame her for being frightened? For being afraid of having a rose horizon trammeled and narrowed by a man who has no right to do so, and if he did, would be criminal? When our cutting glances betrayed a jealousy—but, even more dangerous, an increasing desire to know and share the imprisonment, with every face, facet, and fantasy of her young life—and she felt a warm and captive embrace, and she not every reason to fight or kick against the immanent capture by a man who, days before, was a stranger? A final sale for a ringed finger over our shoulder; and around our necks. We came too close to violating a heart of hearts. We gave too much, we acted too quickly, we spoke too soon.

The interlude ended, we then faced the ugly introspection. We were consciously called before the inner mirror to rewrite the mistakes minutes; to strike the pockmarked complexions of the wrong nights, the impetuous words, and the blind actions; to add the resolutions coming too late; to be hastily thrust into the arms of a new man. The interlude ended, we then faced the ugly introspection. We were consciously called before the inner mirror to rewrite the mistakes minutes; to strike the pockmarked complexions of the wrong nights, the impetuous words, and the blind actions; to add the resolutions coming too late; to be hastily thrust into the arms of a new man.

"Gentlemen," I heard this pertinent man on the bench whisper before the waves of his audience, "because there are so few of them among us, and because it is so easy to break them, send them bursting in a hundred tears if we impose or burden with a confession at the wrong time, we owe to those ladies whose paths our nose but our best words, our most poetic lines, our finest hours. We are forced into a deeper sensitivity and consideration that surpasses the old "shut up and lie down" that we learned with the girls back home. Whether we are joined with them for a moment seen through the green glass bottom of a wine bottle or exchanging words from close lips in a dark room, we must present ourselves before them in our most lucid pictures. This is a challenge, I insist. Here, we separate the veterans and competents from the Triple-"A's. Those of us with the most intelligent, scrupulous (or non-scrupulous), sharp and elaborately strategic abilities succeed. Not all of us are endowed ... Either we have it or we do not. "The decisions rests upon the smile of the Lady for whom my hopeless mire of words is spoken."

**The Lady's Choice**

Dedicato a Dicky, Hamlet, Maria e Geraldo
Scritta per tutte le donne specialmente per Shoa.

**Security**
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And, can we blame her for being frightened? For being afraid of having a rose horizon trammeled and narrowed by a man who has no right to do so, and if he did, would be criminal? When our cutting glances betrayed a jealousy—but, even more dangerous, an increasing desire to know and share the imprisonment, with every face, facet, and fantasy of her young life—and she felt a warm and captive embrace, and she not every reason to fight or kick against the immanent capture by a man who, days before, was a stranger? A final sale for a ringed finger over our shoulder; and around our necks. We came too close to violating a heart of hearts. We gave too much, we acted too quickly, we spoke too soon.

The interlude ended, we then faced the ugly introspection. We were consciously called before the inner mirror to rewrite the mistakes minutes; to strike the pockmarked complexions of the wrong nights, the impetuous words, and the blind actions; to add the resolutions coming too late; to be hastily thrust into the arms of a new man. The interlude ended, we then faced the ugly introspection. We were consciously called before the inner mirror to rewrite the mistakes minutes; to strike the pockmarked complexions of the wrong nights, the impetuous words, and the blind actions; to add the resolutions coming too late; to be hastily thrust into the arms of a new man.

"Gentlemen," I heard this pertinent man on the bench whisper before the waves of his audience, "because there are so few of them among us, and because it is so easy to break them, send them bursting in a hundred tears if we impose or burden with a confession at the wrong time, we owe to those ladies whose paths our nose but our best words, our most poetic lines, our finest hours. We are forced into a deeper sensitivity and consideration that surpasses the old "shut up and lie down" that we learned with the girls back home. Whether we are joined with them for a moment seen through the green glass bottom of a wine bottle or exchanging words from close lips in a dark room, we must present ourselves before them in our most lucid pictures. This is a challenge, I insist. Here, we separate the veterans and competents from the Triple-"A's. Those of us with the most intelligent, scrupulous (or non-scrupulous), sharp and elaborately strategic abilities succeed. Not all of us are endowed ... Either we have it or we do not. "The decisions rests upon the smile of the Lady for whom my hopeless mire of words is spoken."
The second time I said goodbye was like accepting a grief, as at the death of a friend, that was helpless to refuse. It had been a nightmare, as at the beginning of the summer, sleep wouldn’t come for days. I knew I couldn’t escape the sleep; the only escape I could find; but it was a sleep brought on by prescriptions, and doctors and therapists that had done it. But even when I slept, without peace or dreams, God showed no mercy to my mother’s house. By the first week in August, it was evident that my two years of caring for my mother, brother, and sister were not enough. There was neither health nor wealth left to that little family, and I was too heartbroken to know how to save them.

August of ‘65 was the month when my mother’s house. By the first week in August, it was evident that my two years of caring for my mother, brother, and sister were not enough. There was neither health nor wealth left to that little family, and I was too heartbroken to know how to save them. At the end of July I went to the office of a hotel room; it was she who recognized the love I had for my mother. I could never find anything better than her love, and I kept it in my heart. In the November before the first day of winter, I shall go once more to the little house in Maine, where my mother lived close to the sea. I shall look into her eyes and see suffering; I shall look into her face and see pain. I shall stand by her hands and hear her voice. I shall hear of moppets and urchins and Darby O’Gill. With pride and love, she will ask me about Ara and the students, and Hesburgh and the basketball. And I will say, "You’re alive again, when he was nearly dead with grief."

The life of the community of Holy Cross is a failure in the ministry of Holy Cross. We shall look at her hands and see the cost of her sacrifice. I shall hold her in my arms, and say I have missed her. Then we shall sit and talk, like the folks in Shakespeare who told sad stories of the death of kings. We shall keep alive the memory of her laugh, and her voice. I shall tell her of moppets and urchins and Darby O’Gill. With pride and love, she will ask me about Ara and the students, and Hesburgh and the basketball. And I will say, "You’re alive again, when he was nearly dead with grief."

Questions of an ethicist

by harry kevorkian

children are needed for tests of the practical effectiveness of the drugs. In some cases, there are economic health needs of the children; the experimental drug might help them. But there are other cases where the experimental drug is given to children.

In homes for the retarded, parents sign over to the institution and an administrator can give consent for a whole group of children.

Sometimes the words we are capable of are too few. What we have written of Christian graciouslyness, that we must be more grieved and more distressed by the injury we have done ourselves.

"Well, they’ve been getting away with murder, literally," he said leaning back at the desk of his office where, as an assistant professor in the theology department, he was talking about scientists and the moral questions faced by doctors. As he spoke of life and death matters, a child’s lively and colorful drawings painted on the back of the office wall gave contrast to the proprietary right to an organ. While society...
Attn:  
St. Mary’s

Dear Editor,

Last year I was appointed Social Commissioner for St. Mary’s College. Letters were sent to students and companies, events were planned, appointments were made... It all worked out a little less than I had hoped, but it was functional.

Now there’s a new structure being set up. The people on the commission have evaluated things and changes have been made. I will go to the Dunes, or an interesting speaker, or any number of other events. There will be some appointments available. It’s about time.

Dear Editor:

Re: Greg Corgan’s — The Irish Eye in April

As an active member of the Cleveland Indians, I am disappointed with your writer’s opinion of the Cleveland Indians. Although they may not be headed towards the pennant this year, they will certainly be a competitive team. Last year they led the A.L. in homers and after the All-Star Break only Baltimore had a better winning percentage in the A.L East. Spring training may not count but the Tribe currently has the third best record in the American League.

Sincerely,
Ted Ursu

University Chaplain we deserve better.

Yours sincerely,
Bernard Nortling History Dept.

Tribe alive

Re: Greg Corgan’s — The Irish Eye in April

I am disappointed with your writer’s opinion of the Cleveland Indians. Although they may not be headed towards the pennant this year, they will certainly be a competitive team. Last year they led the A.L. in home runs and after the All-Star Break only Baltimore had a better winning percentage in the A.L East. Spring training may not count but the Tribe currently has the third best record in the American League. And finally, the irascible slider (although it has been called other things) thrown by the old master, Gaylord Perry, will continue to baffle the A.L. hitters. Yes, the popular city of Cleveland will have a winner this summer.

Sincerely,
Ted Ursu

The Observer welcomes all comments and opinions submitted in the form of letters. All letters should be submitted to The Observer, Box Q, Notre Dame, Indiana, 46556 or brought to The Observer offices in the south wing on the 2nd floor of LaFortune Student Center. They must be typewritten, double-spaced and cannot exceed more than two pages.

SUNDAY MASSES

MAIN CHURCH

5:15 p.m. Sat.  
9:30 a.m. Sun.  
10:30 a.m. Sun.  
12:15 p.m. Sun.  
4:30 p.m. Sun.

Fr. Robert Griffin, C.S.C.  
Fr. George Kiskirk, C.S.C.  
Fr. Carl Dehne, S.J.  
Fr. William Toohey, C.S.C.  
Evenson - Lady Chapel

The Colonial Pancake House

"Enjoy a snack or dinner"

35 Varieties of Pancakes  
Chicken - Steak - Sandwiches  
Friday Nites: Perch Dinners

U.S. 31 (Dixeway) North  
(Across from Holiday Inn)  
Bob Edwards, ND '50

The Playhouse

525 N. Hill  
Live Entertainment Wed. thru Sat.

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 5-7 p.m.

2 for 1 drinks

This Friday & Saturday Boogie to:

PEPSTERS

THE BEACH BOYS

SATURDAY, APRIL 20

AT 7:30 P.M.

These tickets on sale now at ACC Ticket Office and the Student Union Ticket Office:

Section 7 - $5.50  
Bleachers - $3.50  
Backstage - $3.50

Student Union presents

THE BEACH BOYS

for info call: 2668
Bookstore hysteric infects again

by Bill Delaney

Henry Kissinger is interrupting his honeymoon to be there. Dr. Carole Moore is interrupting her studies, and Mike Riehle wanted to be there. "We've had such a phenomenal response that we are working overtime to help everyone involved," said Meconi. "And we promise you will be at the Athletic and Convocation Center tonight, April 5, at 8:00 p.m.

Basketball智慧 carries a record into this evening's Classic, and this year is no exception. Vince Sahm, MVP, and The Exiles in one of the most exciting tournament matches that we've had to date. The Fan's at home, and Bowling Green and Toledo away.

Although there is much interest among Notre Dame women, there are always human interest stories involved in the tournament, which was the idea of Fritz Hoehler, who ran the program in its initial year. "We only expected twenty or so teams that first year, but 52 teams signed up, really pleased us," quoted Meconi.

The Family, composed of John Logan, Gary Brodkaw, Petey Croty, Dwight and Cliff Brown, were the first champions of the tournament, and Shumate was selected MVP of the event. Last year, the 31 Club, led by Mike Bonder, last year's MVP, and Tom Clements, led Exiles in one of the most exciting games this year. There are many favorites to take the title this year, with some teams consisting of members of the football and basketball teams. Some teams not to be overlooked are include the Turtles, consisting of Billy 'Apple' Paterno, Bill Saham, a freshman Football player, and the Exiles in one of the most exciting tournament matches that we've had to date.

Last fall it was announced that a Women's Tennis Association would be formed if there was enough interest among Notre Dame women. A large number of women joined the initial club and came to be a weekly practice held during September, October, and November. Now, a group of serious players is participating in spring practices and has set up a schedule of inter-collegiate matches. The Athletic Department has been very cooperative and plans to give the club University Team status and support next year if this season goes well.

Dr. Carole Moore is the advisor for the Tennis Club. She has received the assistance of four student coaches. Matches for late April and early May are scheduled with Purdue, Chicago State, Aquinas, Lake Forest, and St. Mary's at home, and Bowling Green and Toledo away.

The bookstore tournament is the one chance where frustrated jocks can display their skills before crowds that swell up to 300 strong for the finals. Tom Maloney, coach of The Family, explained the reasons why he and his fellow players decided to enter the tournament: "We've got a bunch of second semester seniors who've been playing together for the past three years. We decided to go out for some fun for the last time, and the classic is the way we can do it." So, for the next two or three,

Women form tennis team

The Harlem Globetrotters will be at the Athletic and Convocation Center tonight, April 5, at 8:00 p.m. The B-ball wizards carry a phenomenal 11-156-322 career record, with 210 wins. Their performance and that includes a world tour record of 343-3.

Ticket prices are $4.50 for lower arena and platform seats, $3.50 for end court, and $2.50 for bleacher seats.

Dave Kelly, member of the runner-up Pangburn Interlaker team, Terex, consisting of Mike Brown, Cliff Brown, Firin' Myron and the Fat Ass, consisting of Dick Prew, Mike Rooh, Bill 'Stump' Ervine, Myron Schuckman, and of course, Jay 'Fat Ass' Mayer, The Tricksters, with Roger Anderson, and The Exiles, with Tom Varga. "Dark-horses always give The Classic a flair," Meconi adds, "and with 16 teams, I expect a few to challenge the favorites."

The names of the various teams have always been colorful, and this year promises to be no exception. Every form of sexual organs was used as a team name, along with such dandies as The Attack, The Exiles, The Howards, OLSA and Pianist. MVP, Mike Riehle added, "We got a bunch of refs, and Rod Brown our supervisor will make sure that our games will run smoothly."

The bookstore tournament is one chance where frustrated jocks can display their skills before crowds that swell up to 300 strong for the finals. Tom Maloney, coach of The Family, explained the reasons why he and his fellow players decided to enter the tournament: "We've got a bunch of second semester seniors who've been playing together for the past three years. We decided to go out for some fun for the last time, and the classic is the way we can do it."

So, for the next two or three,

approximately 800 players will be competing in the event which draws the largest number of participants on this campus. The games may not be the best played in the world, but the players and the spectators will be having a good time during 1974's Bookstore Basketball Tournament.
"At the present time, Bob is running number-one at free safety," Shoults continues. "And we have moved Tim Simon from offense to defense to back him up. So far in drills, he has looked encouraging." In the latter position that the Pontiac, Mich. freshman speedster broke in with the '73 national champions -- rather spectacular in fact. Just ask those 11 Cadets Simon left in his wake as he took a 73-yard jaunt to the endzone at West Point.

"Lopianski played corner last year, quite a bit of it against Southern Cal," Shoults remembers. If a player was ever going to get nervous, no one would have faulted the 6'1 Akron native, especially when he was faced with the awesome task of guarding the Trojans' talented duo of receivers, J.K. McKay and Lynn Swann. And although Lopianski made a sensational touchdown grab - sentimental because Lopianski had him, covered so well - Tom more than made up for the mistake by recovering Anthony Davis' fumble when the game was still in doubt.

Shoults has no doubts about the other two members of his secondary - namely the "B" and "F" he Bradley and Mr. Barnett. "I always felt Reggie was a good football player," Shoults says. "He has the excellent speed the position requires -- he ran twice as fast this spring -- and he has improved his man-coverage, too.

In paper, here is what Luther could do, but he had to prove himself as a linebacker (he did in his first two seasons). Luther and Boss (defensive end Brown) really helped our defense last year as freshmen. It is rare a freshman can be that good, even more rare that the very first time they step on the field they can be that good."

But as the saying goes, "the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away," the Irish secondary, which was made up by some of Michigan "Old Man," has again been depleted by graduation.

"It is early to say what can be done," Shoults says, "we do know we will have to replace Mike Townsend, the safety and leader, and Tim Rudnick, a fine cornerman and great punt returner."

And though these graduations leave some questions to be answered, it seems to have them -- Bob Zanol and Tom Lopianski -- in addition to some other talented performers who should be able to provide needed back-up strength.

"Boyhood language"

Roger Angell's The Summer Game, Roger Kahn's The Boys of Summer, and Philip Roth's The Great American Novel, have many things in common. The most striking commonality is the fact that each deals with what can be considered a boyhood elation. The recollection of how many baseball cards one traded, the summer days of black-tape balls and taped bats, and the "red-hots" your dad bought you at Yankee Stadium or Forbes Field or White Sox Park while he just had a beer.

There is a joy to the game which can be considered a language of America knows that the immortal Babe Ruth's record has been surpassed, the clock.

It is less frantic and more conducive to essays of prose that are entertaining, and perhaps relive part of a boyhood dream to play baseball.

Boyhood of what can be considered a language is timeless in its relation to progress and because it is not played to beat the clock.

It has been said that baseball is the most intensely remembered game that has been played. The smgle event that the 1974 season will become a season to remember. The single event that the 1974 season will become a season to remember. The single event that the 1974 season will become a season to remember. The single event that the 1974 season will become a season to remember. The single event that the 1974 season will become a season to remember.